
Better data, faster.

Good Form
Designing Your eCRFs for Better Data, Faster



Today’s Presenter
TRUSTED PROBLEM-SOLVERS

Bryan Farrow, eClinical Catalyst at 
OpenClinica, LLC

Likes: Intelligible data, clear communication, 
logic and set theory, stellar user 
experiences

Dislikes: Paper forms, poor design, 
ambiguity, web experiences reminiscent of 
1998



A Tale of Two Forms
TRUSTED PROBLEM-SOLVERS

Source (left image): Bellary S, Krishnankutty B, Latha M S. Basics of case report form designing 
in clinical research. Perspect Clin Res [serial online] 2014 [cited 2018 Nov 26];5:159-66. 
Available from: http://www.picronline.org/text.asp?2014/5/4/159/140555

http://www.picronline.org/text.asp?2014/5/4/159/140555


A Tale of Two Forms
TRUSTED PROBLEM-SOLVERS

Source (left image): Do’s and Don’ts of CRF Design, Lori Tholkes Venable & Jane Hamilton, 
14th Annual OCUG Conference, Oct 2009 – New Orleans. Slide 28. Available from: 
https://www.slideshare.net/BioPharmSystems/2009-ohsugdosanddontsofcrfdesign

https://www.slideshare.net/BioPharmSystems/2009-ohsugdosanddontsofcrfdesign


A Tale of Two Forms
TRUSTED PROBLEM-SOLVERS

Source (left image): Flaskdata.io website (blog).  “2 mistakes you do not want to make in your 
medical device clinical trial”. 29 January 2016. Available from: https://www.flaskdata.io/2-
mistakes-you-do-not-want-to-make-in-your-medical-device-clinical-trial/
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https://www.flaskdata.io/2-mistakes-you-do-not-want-to-make-in-your-medical-device-clinical-trial/


How does the story end?
TRUSTED PROBLEM-SOLVERSThe Study with Well Designed Forms The Study with Poorly Designed Forms

➢ Because your forms are a joy to 
work with, “time to entry” is 
shorter.

➢ Because of proper item types 
and clarifying visuals, the data is 
cleaner from the start.

➢ Because of smart edit checks, 
fewer queries are raised.

➢ Your database locks quicker 
and cleaner, with little missing 
data.

➢ Because the forms are
confusing and unwieldy, CRCs
postpone their data entry.

➢ Participants avoid your forms
altogether!

➢ Unhelpful or absent edit checks
let a lot of “dirt” in.

➢ Database lock is delayed.
Missing and invalid data
undermine your results or
submission.



6 Principles of eCRF Design

1. “Use the right tool for the job.” 
When to use number fields, checkboxes, radio buttons, etc.

2. “Less is more.”
Skip logic

3. “Let the form do the work.”
Calculations, scores and Boolean algebra

4. “Check yourself.”
How strict is too strict when it comes to edit checks?

5. “Raise your standards.”
CDISC and cross-study consistency

6. “Know your audience.”
Designing for CRCs and participants.



Principle #1

Use the right tool for the job.



Decimal Integer

● Critical for many lab values (and a lot of 
clinical ones, too)

● Allows for very precise data
● Also opens the door to false precision (6.5 

and 6.50 are not the same!)
○ Item instructions should specify 

desired level of precision (“nearest 
hundredth, i.e., 1.23”)

○ Use regex to prompt a validation 
message if user inputs more  or 
fewer decimal digits than desired

Recommended reading: Too many digits: the presentation of 
numerical data. Arch Dis Child. 2015;100(7):608-9.

● Vital sign units of measure (beats/min, 
mmHg), metric sub units (centimeters, 
milligrams)

● Effective way to enforce whole number 
input, as the field typically won’t recognize a 
“.”

● But do not use integer fields when seeking 
an ordinal (e.g. rate pain from 1 to 10, 10 
being most intense)

Recommended reading:
https://www.mymarketresearchmethods.com/types-of-data-
nominal-ordinal-interval-ratio/

Principle #1: Use the right tool for the job.

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC4483789/
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC4483789/
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC4483789/
https://www.mymarketresearchmethods.com/types-of-data-nominal-ordinal-interval-ratio/


Principle #1: Use the right tool for the job.

Checkbox Radio Button

● For selecting one or more options
● To ensure that item was not skipped:

○ Make the field required 
○ Include “none of the above” as an 

option

● For selecting exactly one option
● Ideal for nominal scales with 2 to 4 options

○ Indicating units of measurement
○ Yes/no questions
○ Nominal scales



Principle #1: Use the right tool for the job.

Pick list

● For selecting one or more options
○ But try to avoid “multi-select pick 

lists”, as they are rare and 
counter-intuitive; use 
checkboxes instead

● Ideal for selecting exactly one of 5 or 
more options when:
○ You want to save vertical space
○ Option labels are short and easily 

understood
● Should never default to an option

Recommended reading: https://blog.prototypr.io/7-
rules-of-using-radio-buttons-vs-drop-down-menus-
fddf50d312d1

https://blog.prototypr.io/7-rules-of-using-radio-buttons-vs-drop-down-menus-fddf50d312d1


Principle #1: Use the right tool for the job.

Date

http://blog.openclinica.com/2018/11/07/get-better-dates-in-your-ecrfs/

http://blog.openclinica.com/2018/11/07/get-better-dates-in-your-ecrfs/


Principle #1: Use the right tool for the job.

Date

● CDISC / ISO8601 format is king! YYYY-
MM-DD

● Do not assume the full date is available. 
Prompt the user to specify date 
precision.

● Use an input mechanism that:
○ Accommodates both point-and-

click as well as typing
■ Allows for quick travel 

across months, years, and 
decades with point-and-
click 

○ Offers a calendar view

http://blog.openclinica.com/2018/11/07/get-better-dates-in-your-ecrfs/

http://blog.openclinica.com/2018/11/07/get-better-dates-in-your-ecrfs/


Principle #1: Use the right tool for the job.

Image maps and images as selection choices

● Rare (and rarely among an EDC’s 
feature set), but incredibly useful

● Selected regions of an image 
correspond to your code list options

● Overcome language barriers, medical 
vocabulary limitations

● Best implemented with professionally 
rendered web-based vector images 
(e.g. svg) that have been tested for 
reliability 

Click where it hurts



Principle #1: Use the right tool for the job.

Visual analog scales

● Frequent component of PRO 
instruments

● Can be presented digitally, but 
licensed, validated instruments must 
meet equivalency standards

● Ideal use is in-clinic ePRO collected 
on a tablet, where the page 
rendering can be controlled



Principle #1: Use the right tool for the job.

Likert scales

● Common and useful, but beware
● Should be used…

○ Almost exclusively as patient-
facing scale

○ To measure intensity of 
agreement with a statement

● 5 or 7 points, with 1 neutral value
● Cannot assume this is an interval scale 

(“Strongly agree” may or may not 
represent twice as much agreement as 
“agree”)



Principle #1: Use the right tool for the job.

Not likert scales!



Principle #1: Use the right tool for the job.

Autocomplete Free text

● Ideal for select one of many options with 
similar spellings

● Very intuitive and familiar (thanks Google!)
● Can handle basic medical coding



Principle #1: Use the right tool for the job.

Other “great-to-haves”

● “Any file” upload mechanism
● Draw field (including signature)
● Image annotation field
● Embedded video

○ Effective education tool for 
eConsent

○ Demonstrate procedures for CRCs 
(e.g. packaging lab samples)



Principle #1: Use the right tool for the job.

Design & layout considerations

● Item label above and left justified with 
selection choices (presented as a vertical 
list)

● Black text on a white background
● Color and bolding for key instructions only
● San serif fonts scale better
● Avoid item type variety for variety’s sake

○ You don’t hammer nails with a 
wrench. 

○ Don’t collect race with a Likert scale.



Principle #2

Less is more.



Principle #2: Less is more.

● An item soliciting pregnancy status 
for a participant already identified as 
male

● An item soliciting participant age, 
when DOB was collected at 
screening

● A subtype checklist that includes 
‘Nodular lymphocyte-predominant 
Hodgkin lymphoma’, when NHL was 
already identified as the participant’s 
cancer type

● The phrase “if applicable”  

What do the following have in common?



Principle #2: Less is more.

THINKS THAT SHOULD 
NEVER APPEAR ON 

YOUR eCRF

THINGS THAT SHOULD 
NEVER APPEAR ON 

YOUR eCRF



Principle #2: Less is more.

● Every EDC worthy of the name 
supports
○ Skip logic (a.k.a. branching logic)
○ Cross form edit checks
○ Complex validation rules

● The more capable ones support 
dynamic answer choices (one item 
whose list of options depends on 
prior input)

● It’s up to us to use these tools 
effectively

IF-THEN

NOT

OR

AND



Principle #2: Less is more.

● For non-required measurements, 
asking if they were taken before 
presenting the relevant input fields

● Allowing the user to specify the units 
of measure, and using ‘if-then’ to 
perform conversions and activate the 
relevant constraint messages

● Using cross-form logic to determine 
whether items are necessary in the 
first place

Consider...



Principle #2: Less is more.



Principle #3

Let the form do the work.



Principle #3: Let the form do the work.

● Performing a unit 
conversion

● Looking up a study’s ULN 
for creatinine for a 54-year-
old male

● Figuring out how many 
days have elapsed since the 
last recorded dose

What do the following have in common?



Principle #3: Let the form do the work.

THINGS A CRC USING 
YOUR FORM SHOULD 
NEVER HAVE TO DO

THINGS A CRC USING 
YOUR FORM SHOULD 
NEVER HAVE TO DO



Principle #3: Let the form do the work.



Principle #3: Let the form do the work.



Principle #3: Let the form do the work.

● Screening Visit, Eligibility eCRF
● Break the criteria up into the smallest 

logic units
○ Simple YN radio buttons
○ Numeric fields

● Prompt the CRC to enter values for 
these simple items

● Let the form evaluate candidate 
qualification, based on your Boolean 
expression
○ If ((A or B) and (C or D)) or ((E and 

F) and not-H), then eligible, 
otherwise, not eligible

● By collecting the values for these 
discrete items and letting the form 
perform the logic, you ensure accuracy, 
save the coordinator time, and find out 
exactly why candidates are screen 
failing!



Principle #3: Let the form do the work.



Principle #4

Check yourself.



Principle #4: Check yourself.

Time spent chasing down CRCs 
and cleaning discrepant data

Time spent chasing down CRCs 
and cleaning discrepant data

Time spent chasing down CRCs 
and cleaning discrepant data

Time spent chasing down CRCs 
and cleaning discrepant data

Time spent researching, 
considering, and writing edit 

checks prior to form publication



Principle #4: Check yourself.

Placing a lot of checks and/or very 
narrow range constraints

Placing fewer checks and/or wider 
range constraints



Principle #4: Check yourself.

● Show warning and/or 
prompt for confirmation

● Otherwise, allow status 
of complete w/o 
autoquery

● State violation(s) clearly
● Present range of 

expected values
● Allow completion but 

auto-query if violation 
still present

● Do not allow user to 
mark as complete until 
violation is resolved



Principle #4: Check yourself.

When to err on the strict side

● Any value that may signal 
an AE or is part of an AE 
form

● Endpoint data
● Plain ‘ol incoherence (i.e. 

medical history start date 
that is in the future)
○ In this case, a hard edit 

check is called for



Principle #4: Check yourself.

When to open the gate wider (initially)

● Long forms
○ Don’t slow the 

coordinator down, batch 
check later

● Missing data unlikely to 
bear on participant’s 
eligibility or dosing



Principle #4: Check yourself.

Endpoint and 
safety data

Height and weight



Principle #4: Check yourself.

In every case

● Test, re-test, and test again
● Regularly review auto-

queries and adjust as 
needed

● Except for protocol specific 
checks, try to keep your 
checks on a given field 
consistent across forms, 
events, and studies



Principle #5

Raise your standards.



Principle #5: Raise your standards.

Clinical Data Interchange Standards Consortium



Principle #5: Raise your standards.



Principle #5: Raise your standards.

“Where do I start?”

ODM
(Operational Data Model)

CDASH
(Clinical Data Acquisition Standards 

Harmonization)

● a vendor-neutral, platform-independent 
format for exchanging and archiving
○ clinical and translational research 

data
○ associated metadata
○ administrative data, reference data, 

and audit information
● language of choice for representing case 

report form content in many electronic 
data capture (EDC) tools

● ODM-XML v1.3.2 is the most current 
version of the standard

● a standard way to collect data in a similar 
way across studies and sponsors so that 
data collection formats and structures 
provide clear traceability of submission 
data into the Study Data Tabulation 
Model (SDTM)

● delivers more transparency to regulators 
and others who conduct data review. 



Principle #5: Raise your standards.

“Where do I start?”

ODM
(Operational Data Model)

CDASH
(Clinical Data Acquisition Standards 

Harmonization)



Principle #5: Raise your standards.

Internal standards are just as important!

● Consistent code lists 
on consistent forms

● Reuse across events 
and studies

● Keep an internal 
library



Principle #6

Know your audience.



Principle #6: Know your audience.

The Site User The Participant

● Excellent multitaskers
● Experienced with massive data 

collection
● Has “signed on” to the study’s 

SOPs, including language of 
communication

● Genuinely wants to advance 
research

● Involved in just your study 
(most of the time)

● Vested interest in compliance
● Often grateful for the chance to 

participate
● Genuinely wants to advance 

research



Principle #6: Know your audience.

The Site User The Participant

● Your study competes with 
other studies and (often) clinical 
work.

● Your EDC may be their most 
preferred, or their least.

● Reports to the PI, not to the 
data manager.

● DM’s rules for “days to entry” 
and “query response” are 
suggestions, at best. 

● Your form competes with far 
more exciting digital content, not 
to mention real life.

● Doesn’t report to anyone. (They 
don’t have to do anything.)

● Remembering to complete your 
form is a courtesy, not an 
obligation.

● May abandon form at first hint of 
an obstacle.

● Is under no obligation to know 
the language of your forms.



Principle #6: Know your audience.

The Site User The Participant

● Your form must make data entry 
efficient.

● At the very least, your form must 
render legibly and function as 
intended on all common browsers 
for laptop and tablet screens.

● Your edit checks and 
layout/pagination must drive 
speed and accuracy.

● Poll your CRCs: “Could my eCRF, 
rendered on a tablet, replace 
paper source and transcription?”

● Your form must make data entry a 
pleasure.

● Ideally, your form should render 
legibly and function as intended on 
any device.

● Your form must make it impossible 
to submit invalid data. (Queries 
aren’t an option here.)

● For int’l trials, your form should 
accommodate participant 
language preferences.



Principle #6: Know your audience.

https://cust1.eu.openclinica.io/OpenClinica/EnketoFormServlet?formLayoutId=42&studyEventId=94&eventCrfId=0&originatingPage=ViewStudySubject?id%3D27&mode=edit


Principle #6: Know your audience.



Principle #6: Know your audience.



Principle #6: Know your audience.

The Site User The Participant

● Follow (or direct) the clinical 
workflow when ordering items

● Don’t assume units of measure
● Use tables and grids for input 

fields to save on page advancing
● Lose the paper mindset, esp. 

where responsive fields and a 
cleaner layout will boost 
efficiency 

● Mimic paper forms where the 
forms are very familiar

● Consider the culture
● Just-in-time reminder texts to 

prompt entry
● Discourage “skips” by offering a 

“I prefer not to answer” choice
● Published, validated instruments 

must be licensed ($) and must 
not be modified without 
equivalence testing



Important and related topics we didn’t cover today

● Identifying the data you need 
to collect in the first place!

● Form versioning
● Exporting, transforming, and 

analyzing your dataset
● Reporting (operational metrics 

and clinical data)
● Training your team and site 

partners

Check out the OpenClinica blog and 
LinkedIn page. And get in touch to 
request more sessions like this one!

http://blog.openclinica.com


Continue the lesson

Join me at this same time (16:00 UTC) 
next Thursday, December 13, for a 
quick tour through every OpenClinica 
form capability. 

● Just 30 minutes
● See everything OpenClinica forms 

can do for you
● Hosted by Ben Baumann, COO

Register at bit.ly/theocform

http://bit.ly/theocform


Thank you!

bfarrow@openclinica.com

openclinica.com
blog.openclinica.com

linkedin.com/company/openclinica/

twitter.com/OpenClinica

mailto:bfarrow@openclinica.com
https://www.openclinica.com/
http://blog.openclinica.com/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/openclinica
http://www.twitter.com/OpenClinica
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